




NarrationTo tell a story about your subject, possibly to enlighten 
readers or to explain something to them

METHODPURPOSE

To help readers understand your subject through the evi-
dence of their senses — sight, hearing, touch, smell, taste

To explain your subject with instances that show readers its 
nature or character

To explain or evaluate your subject by helping readers  
see the similarities and differences between it and another 
subject

To inform readers how to do something or how something 
works — how a sequence of actions leads to a particular 
result

To explain a conclusion about your subject by showing 
readers the subject’s parts or elements

To help readers see order in your subject by understanding 
the kinds or groups it can be sorted into

To tell readers the reasons for or consequences of your 
subject, explaining why or what if

To show readers the meaning of your subject — its bound-
aries and its distinctions from other subjects

To have readers consider your opinion about your subject 
or your proposal for it

Description

Example

Comparison  
and Contrast

Process Analysis

Division  
or Analysis

Classification

Cause  
and Effect

Definition

Argument  
and Persuasion

Methods for Achieving Your Purpose in Writing

The Bedford Reader centers on common ways of thinking and writing about all 
kinds of subjects, from everyday experiences to complex scientific theories. What-
ever your purpose in writing, one or more of these ways of thinking — or methods of 
development — can help you discover and shape your ideas in individual paragraphs 
or entire papers.

The following list connects various purposes you may have for writing and the 
methods for achieving those purposes. The blue boxes along the right edge of the 
page correspond to tabs on later pages where each method is explained.
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PREFACE FOR  
INSTRUCTORS

“A writer” says Saul Bellow, “is a reader moved to emulate.” In a nutshell 
the aim of The Brief Bedford Reader is to move students to be writers, through 
reading and emulating the good writing of others.

This twelfth edition pursues that aim both rhetorically and thematically. 
We present the rhetorical methods realistically, as we ourselves use them — as 
natural forms that assist invention and fruition and as flexible forms that mix 
easily for any purpose a writer may have. Further, we forge scores of thematic 
connections among selections, both to spark students’ interest in reading and 
to show how different writers tackle similar subjects with unique results.

Filling in this outline is a wealth of features, new and enduring.

NEW FEATURES
ENGAGING NEW READINGS BY REMARKABLE WRITERS As always, we have 

been engrossed in freshening the book’s selections. In searching for works aca-
demic yet lively, we discovered exceptional rhetorical models that will, we  
trust, also compel students’ interest. The seventeen new selections in the  
printed book include pieces by established favorites such as Sherman Alexie, 
Michael Chabon, and Meghan Daum as well as contemporary voices such as 
Junot Díaz, June Melby, and Dan Ariely. Three new contributions by exem-
plary college writers are part of the mix, ensuring that there is now at least one 
student model in every chapter. 

EXCITING MULTIMEDIA DIMENSION Glance through the table of con-
tents, and you’ll notice that The Brief Bedford Reader is more vibrant than 
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iv Preface for Instructors

ever. As before, each rhetorical chapter opens with a striking image — an ad, 
a photograph, a drawing — with accompanying text and questions to invite 
students’ critical reading. For this edition we have dramatically extended this 
visual component with the e-Pages, an innovative Web platform that makes 
it easy to integrate relevant multimedia into the composition course. 

For the first time, every chapter in Part Two of The Brief Bedford Reader 
includes at least one integrated media work: multimodal oral histories, audio 
essay, interactive graphic, video, and so forth. These twelve new selections 
promise to engage students with the rhetorical methods, showing how they 
work in materials we run across every day. For each one we provide introduc-
tory headnotes, a comprehension quiz, questions for analysis, and suggestions 
for writing to encourage close examination and to demonstrate that careful 
consumption of new media has become just as important as critical reading of 
words on a page. 

Listed in the table of contents of the print book for ease of reference, the 
multimedia selections are housed at bedfordstmartins.com/thebedfordreader; stu-
dents can access them for free with the purchase of a new book, or they can 
buy an access code online.

STUDENT-FRIENDLY GUIDES TO ACADEMIC READING AND WRITING At 
the request of instructors who use the book, The Brief Bedford Reader now does 
even more to guide students through drafting, revising, and editing their work 
for an academic audience, helping them move from initial idea to polished 
work. 

A better reference. The chapters on reading and writing in Part One and 
the introductions to the rhetorical methods in Part Two are simpler and 
clearer, with many explanations and suggestions distilled into bulleted 
lists and boxed guidelines so that students can easily follow and use the 
book’s advice on their own.

A sharper discussion of critical reading. Chapter 1 on reading now fea-
tures a student’s annotations on Nancy Mairs’s “Disability” along with 
a more concise sample analysis of the essay. A new checklist for critical 
reading and two new boxed sets of questions help guide students as they 
analyze written and visual texts, and a new photograph, Man Fishing by a 
Power Plant, anchors a revised discussion of reading images critically.

New coverage of key writing topics. Chapter 2 on writing expands the 
emphasis on the thesis, with tips on finding a focus and examples of weak 
and revised thesis statements. In addition, we now offer concrete sugges-
tions for drafting the introduction, body, and conclusion of an essay, and 
we have annotated the examples of revised and edited drafts to highlight 
and explain the student writer’s changes.
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 Preface for Instructors v

More help with writing from sources. Chapter 3 on academic writing 
offers a stronger focus on the crucial skill of synthesizing ideas, from one 
text or many. A new section on avoiding plagiarism offers concrete advice 
for using the work of other writers ethically, followed by an expanded 
discussion of summary, paraphrase, and quotation, with clear examples 
of acceptable and unacceptable borrowing. Updated material on research 
emphasizes the benefits of using a library’s Web site, includes boxed guide-
lines for evaluating sources, and offers several new models for document-
ing sources in MLA style. Both response writing and researched writing 
continue to be illustrated by an annotated student essay — written by the 
same student on related subjects — and seven additional examples of doc-
umented writing are spread throughout the book.

A new appendix on APA documentation. The appendix offers a brief 
overview of the citation style, forty-seven models, and sample pages that 
demonstrate how researched writing looks in APA style.

TRADEMARK FEATURES
EXCELLENT SELECTIONS BY WELL-KNOWN AUTHORS The print and multi-

media selections in The Brief Bedford Reader vary in authorship, topic, even 
length and format. We offer clear and interesting models of the methods of 
development by noted writers such as Joan Didion, Brent Staples, Amy Tan, 
and E. B. White. Half the selections are by women, and a third touch on cul-
tural diversity. They range in subject from family to science, from language to 
psychology, from food to politics.

EXTENSIVE THEMATIC CONNECTIONS The Brief Bedford Reader provides 
substantial topics for class discussion and writing. A pair of essays in each 
rhetorical chapter addresses the same subject, from the ordinary (food) to the 
controversial (globalization). Four of those pairings are new, and the thor-
oughly refreshed chapter on argument now includes one essay pair and two 
new casebooks consisting of three selections apiece. At least one “Connec-
tions” writing topic after every selection suggests links to other selections in 
the book and in the e-Pages. And an alternate thematic table of contents 
arranges the book’s selections under nearly four dozen topics (eleven new).

REALISTIC TREATMENT OF THE RHETORICAL METHODS The Brief Bedford 
Reader treats the methods of development not as empty forms but as tools for 
inventing, for shaping, and, ultimately, for accomplishing a purpose. 

Clear, practical chapter introductions link the methods to the range of 
purposes they can serve and give step-by-step guidance for writing and 
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revising in the method. (For quick reference, the purpose-method links 
also appear inside the front cover, where they are keyed to the marginal 
page tabs that appear in each chapter introduction.) 

A “Focus” box in every rhetorical chapter highlights an element of 
writing that is especially relevant to that method — for example, verbs in 
narration, concrete words in description, parallelism in comparison and 
contrast (new), and tone in argument and persuasion. To show these ele-
ments in context, most selections include a question about them.

Annotated examples of a textbook passage and a college writing assign-
ment end each chapter introduction to demonstrate academic applica-
tions of the methods across the disciplines.

An emphasis on mixing the methods takes the realistic approach even 
further. We show how writers freely combine methods to achieve their 
purposes: Each rhetorical introduction discusses how that method might 
work with others, and at least one “Other Methods” question after every 
selection helps students analyze how methods work together. Most signifi-
cantly, Part Three provides an anthology of works by well-known writers 
that specifically illustrate mixed methods. The headnotes for these selec-
tions point to where each method comes into play.

EMPHASIS ON GENRE The Brief Bedford Reader is still the only rhetorical 
reader to show students how they can apply the methods to various genres 
of writing. Integrated discussions throughout Part One introduce students to 
the concept of genre and help them understand how purpose, audience, and 
convention affect a writer’s choices. And in each rhetorical chapter in Part 
Two, an annotated sample of a student-written document — such as a case 
study, a field observation, or a lab report — demonstrates a specific application 
of method to genre, with brief guidelines for writing different kinds of proj-
ects. The new multimedia selections in the e-Pages extend this focus, showing 
additional genres — advertisements, cartoons, blogs, online comments, and so 
forth — at work in the real world.

UNIQUE COMMENTS BY WRITERS ON WRITING After their essays, half 
of the book’s writers offer comments on everything from grammar to revi-
sion to how they developed the particular piece we reprint. Besides providing 
rock-solid advice, these comments also prove that for the pros, too, writing 
is usually a challenge. For easy access, the “Writers on Writing” features are 
listed in the book’s index under the topics they address. Look up Revision, for 
instance, and find that Junot Díaz, Annie Dillard, Dave Barry, and Russell 
Baker, among others, have something to say about this crucial stage of the 
writing process.
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 Preface for Instructors vii

ABUNDANT EDITORIAL APPARATUS As always, we’ve surrounded the 
selections with a wealth of material designed to get students reading, think-
ing, and writing. To help structure students’ critical approach to the selec-
tions, each one is preceded by a headnote on the author and one on the 
selection itself, which outlines the selection’s cultural and historical contexts. 
Each selection is accompanied by an online reading quiz and followed by sets 
of questions on meaning, writing strategy, and language and at least five writ-
ing suggestions. One writing suggestion encourages students to explore their 
responses in their journals; another suggests how to develop the journal writ-
ing into an essay; and others emphasize critical writing, research, and connec-
tions among selections. 

Besides the aids with every selection, the book also includes additional 
writing topics for every rhetorical chapter, a glossary (“Useful Terms”) 
that defines key terms used in the book (all those printed in SMALL CAPITAL 

LETTERS), and an index that alphabetizes authors and titles and important top-
ics (including the elements of composition and, as noted earlier, those cov-
ered in the “Writers on Writing” features).

EXTENSIVE INSTRUCTOR’S MANUAL Available online at bedfordstmartins
.com/thebedfordreader or bound into the instructor’s edition, Notes and Resources 
for Teaching The Brief Bedford Reader suggests ways to integrate journaling and 
collaboration into writing classes; ways to use the book’s opening chapters on 
critical reading, the writing process, and academic writing; and tips on using 
visuals and multimedia selections in a writing course. In addition, Notes and 
Resources discusses every method, every selection (with possible answers to all 
questions), and every “Writers on Writing” feature.

TWO VERSIONS The Brief Bedford Reader has a sibling. A longer edition, 
The Bedford Reader, features sixty-seven selections (instead of the fifty in this 
book) and all of the digital selections in the e-Pages. 

E-BOOK OPTION The Brief Bedford Reader is also available as a Bedford 
e-Book to Go, a customizable electronic edition that can be downloaded to a 
computer, tablet, or e-reader — for about half the cost of a print book. To 
order access cards for the Bedford e-Book to Go format, use ISBN 978-1-4576-
6781-7. For details, visit bedfordstmartins.com/thebedfordreader/formats.

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
Hundreds of teachers and students over the years have helped us shape  

The Brief Bedford Reader. For this edition, the following teachers offered 
insights from their experiences that encouraged worthy changes: Mary Jane 
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folk County Community College; Jill Kronstadt, Montgomery College; Rob 
Lively, Truckee Meadows Community College; Wendy Lym, Austin Com-
munity College; Debra Lee, Nash Community College; Deborah Mael, New-
bury College; Nancy McGee, Macomb Community College; Mary McGlone, 
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ADDITIONAL RESOURCES FOR THE BRIEF BEDFORD READER

Bedford/St. Martin’s offers resources and format choices that help you and 
your students get even more out of the book and your course. To learn more 
about or to order any of the following products, contact your Bedford/St. Mar-
tin’s sales representative, e-mail sales support (sales_support@bfwpub.com), 
or visit bedfordstmartins.com/readersguide/catalog.

PORTFOLIOS The flexible Bedford e-Portfolio lets students collect, select, 
and reflect on their coursework and personalize and share their e-portfolio 
with any audience. You can provide as much or as little structure as you see 
fit. Rubrics and learning outcomes can be aligned to student work, so you can 
gather reliable and useful assessment data. Every Bedford e-Portfolio comes 
pre-loaded with Portfolio Keeping and Portfolio Teaching, by Nedra Reynolds 
and Elizabeth Davis. Bedford e-Portfolio can be purchased separately or pack-
aged with the book at a significant discount. An activation code is required. To 
order Bedford e-Portfolio with the print book, use ISBN 978-1-4576-7901-8. 
Visit bedfordstmartins.com/eportfolio.

PEER REVIEW Eli Review lets you scaffold your assignments in a clearer, 
more effective way for students — making peer review more visible and teach-
able. Eli Review can be purchased separately or packaged with the book at a 
significant discount. An activation code is required. To order Eli Review with 
the print book, use ISBN 978-1-4576-7897-4. Visit bedfordstmartins.com/eli. 

VALUE PACKAGES Add value to your course by packaging one of the follow-
ing resources with The Brief Bedford Reader at a significant discount. To learn 
more about package options, contact your Bedford/St. Martin’s sales represen-
tative or visit bedfordstmartins.com/thebedfordreader/catalog.

EasyWriter, Fifth Edition, by Andrea Lunsford, distills Andrea Luns-
ford’s teaching and research into the essentials that today’s writers need 
to make good choices in any rhetorical situation. To order EasyWriter 
packaged with The Brief Bedford Reader, use ISBN 978-1-4576-8382-4. 

A Pocket Style Manual, Sixth Edition, by Diana Hacker and Nancy 
Sommers, is a straightforward, inexpensive quick reference, with con-
tent flexible enough to suit the needs of writers in the humanities, social 
sciences, sciences, health professions, business, fine arts, education,  
and more. To order A Pocket Style Manual with The Brief Bedford 
Reader, use ISBN 978-1-4576-8383-1.

LearningCurve for Readers and Writers, a Bedford/St. Martin’s adap-
tive quizzing program, quickly learns what students already know and 
helps them practice what they don’t yet understand. Game-like quiz-
zing motivates students to engage with their course, and reporting tools 
help you discern your students’ needs. An activation code is required. 
To order LearningCurve packaged with the print book, use ISBN 978-
1-4576-7903-2. For details, visit bedfordstmartins.com/englishlearning
curve.

 Additional Resources for The Brief Bedford Reader ix
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x Additional Resources for The Brief Bedford Reader

Portfolio Keeping, Third Edition, by Nedra Reynolds and Elizabeth Davis, 
provides all the information students need to use the portfolio method 
successfully in a writing course. Portfolio Teaching, a companion guide 
for instructors, provides the practical information you and your writing- 
program administrator need to use the portfolio method successfully 
in a writing course. To order Portfolio Keeping packaged with the print 
book, use ISBN 978-1-4576-7904-9.

RE:WRITING 2 The best collection of free writing resources on the Web, 
Re:Writing 2 gives you and your students even more ways to think, watch, 
practice, and learn about writing concepts. Listen to Nancy Sommers on using 
a teacher’s comments to revise. Try a logic puzzle. Consult our resources for 
writing centers. All free for the fun of trying it. Visit bedfordstmartins.com/
rewriting.

INSTRUCTOR RESOURCES Bedford/St. Martin’s wants to make it easy for 
you to find the support you need — and to get it quickly. 

TeachingCentral (bedfordstmartins.com/teachingcentral ) offers all of 
Bedford/St. Martin’s print and online professional resources in one place.  
You’ll find landmark reference works, sourcebooks on pedagogical 
issues, award-winning collections, and practical advice for the class-
room — all free.

Bits (bedfordbits.com) collects creative ideas for teaching a range of 
composition topics in an easily searchable blog format. A community 
of teachers — leading scholars, authors, and editors — discuss revision, 
research, grammar and style, technology, peer review, and much more. 

Bedford Coursepacks (bedfordstmartins.com/coursepacks) allow you 
to easily download digital materials from Bedford/St. Martin’s for your 
course for the most common course management systems — Black-
board, Angel, Desire2Learn, Canvas, Moodle, or Sakai.
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view,” insists on seeing homelessness as an individual crisis.

Anna Quindlen on Writing    193

BRENT STAPLES  Black Men and Public Space    195

In near-deserted streets at night, an African American writer finds that women flee 
from him. Relating case histories, he tells what he has discovered about “public space.”

Brent Staples on Writing    199
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 LUIS ALBERTO URREA  Life on the Mississippi (audio essay) 

With lilting voice, a Mexican American writer discusses the ways reading helped him 
imagine the inner-city neighborhood of his youth as someplace almost magical.

ADDITIONAL WRITING TOPICS    202

 7 COMPARISON AND CONTRAST: 
Setting Things Side by Side    205

Visual images: American Gothic, painting by Grant Wood; 
Rural Rehabilitation Client, photograph by Ben Shahn

THE METHOD    206

THE PROCESS    207

Balance and flexibility
Focus on parallelism    210
Checklist for revising a comparison-and-contrast essay    211
COMPARISON AND CONTRAST IN ACADEMIC WRITING    211

annotated student writing)

PERSONALITIES

SUZANNE BRITT  Neat People vs. Sloppy People    214

“Neat people are lazier and meaner than sloppy people,” asserts the writer. As she com-
pares and contrasts, she takes up a cudgel and chooses sides.

Suzanne Britt on Writing    218

DAVE BARRY  Batting Clean-Up and Striking Out    220

An expert at comedic observation takes a swing at the difference between men and 
women. It hinges on the importance each sex gives to dirt and baseball.

Dave Barry on Writing    224

ANDREA ROMAN  “We’re Not . . .” (student essay)    226

An American-born daughter of Bolivian immigrants reflects on the conflicting cultures 
in which she was raised. Both, she discovers, shape her identity and fill her with pride.

Andrea Roman on Writing    230

DAVID SEDARIS   Remembering My Childhood on the Continent 
of Africa    232

A popular essayist complains about his “unspeakably dull” childhood, when he might 
have grown up like his partner, Hugh, amid monkeys and machete-wielding guards.
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David Sedaris on Writing    238

 FATAWESOME  Cat-Friend vs. Dog-Friend (video)

The creators of this wildly popular video take a humorous look at some of our closest 
relationships. “If your friends acted like your pets,” they note, “you might not keep 
them around.”

ADDITIONAL WRITING TOPICS    240

 8 PROCESS ANALYSIS: Explaining Step by Step    243

Visual image: Workers Making Dolls, photograph by Wally McNamee

THE METHOD    244
THE PROCESS    245
Focus on consistency    247
Checklist for revising a process analysis    248
PROCESS ANALYSIS IN ACADEMIC WRITING    249

(annotated student writing)

FOOD

FIROOZEH DUMAS  Sweet, Sour, and Resentful    252

A well-known humorist tries to understand why her mother endured “the same drain-
ing routine week after week” to prepare traditional Iranian menus for dozens of house-
guests she barely knew.

Firoozeh Dumas on Writing    257

  How to Make a Sno-Cone    258

“First, don’t kill anyone.” A poet and performance artist outlines the steps in safely 
serving flavored ice at a miniature golf course.

DAN KOEPPEL  Taking a Fall    262

Could you survive falling from an airplane without a parachute? Maybe. An adventure 
writer explains how to live through an unplanned skydive.

  Behind the Formaldehyde Curtain    269

With sardonic wit, the writer, whom Time called “Queen of the Muckrakers,” details 
the stages through which a sallow corpse becomes a masterwork of American  
mortuary art.

Jessica Mitford on Writing    279
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 DOVE  Evolution (video) 

In this short film, a cosmetics manufacturer reveals the lengths to which advertisers go 
to alter a woman’s appearance.

ADDITIONAL WRITING TOPICS    280

 9 DIVISION OR ANALYSIS: Slicing into Parts    283

Visual image: Deconstructing Lunch, cartoon by Roz Chast

THE METHOD    284

THE PROCESS    285

Focus on paragraph coherence    287
Checklist for revising a division or analysis essay    288
DIVISION OR ANALYSIS IN ACADEMIC WRITING    288

“Edgar Allan Poe’s Revenge” (annotated student writing)

MONSTERS

GUILLERMO DEL TORO AND CHUCK HOGAN   Vampires Never Die    
291

What gives an ancient legend the power to infiltrate contemporary popular culture? A 
filmmaker and a novelist, coauthors of a best-selling vampire trilogy, have a theory.

Guillermo del Toro and Chuck Hogan on Writing    296

  Our Zombies, Ourselves    298

Vampires have nothing on zombies, says this cultural critic. The undead are the new 
anti-heroes of the popular imagination, and they’re here to stay.

James Parker on Writing    303

ROBERT LIPSYTE     305

Considering social pressures to compete in every aspect of life, a sports writer cautions 
that athletic obsession with “masculinity and power” handicaps us all.

FRANCINE PROSE  What Words Can Tell    311

An acclaimed fiction writer examines the opening paragraph of a famous short story 
and shows that in good writing — and reading — every word counts.

Francine Prose on Writing    316
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   Girl (audio short story)

In this fictional exchange read by the author, a daughter can barely insert two sen-
tences into her mother’s litany of instructions on how to become a lady, not a slut.

ADDITIONAL WRITING TOPICS    317

 10 CLASSIFICATION: Sorting into Kinds    319

Visual image: How the Poor, the Middle Class, and the Rich Spend Their Money, 
table by National Public Radio

THE METHOD    320

THE PROCESS    321

Focus on paragraph development    323
Checklist for revising a classification    323
CLASSIFICATION IN ACADEMIC WRITING    324

annotated 
student writing)

FAILURES TO COMMUNICATE

DEBORAH TANNEN  But What Do You Mean?    327

Sometimes an apology is not an apology, observes an expert on communication. Men 
and women would get along better if they understood each other’s codes of speech.

Deborah Tannen on Writing    335

WILLIAM LUTZ  The World of Doublespeak    337

“Pavement deficiencies” (potholes) and “a career alternative placement program” (a 
layoff of workers) are but two expressions that conceal unpleasant truths. An expert in 
such doublespeak explains the types and their effects.

William Lutz on Writing    345

RUSSELL BAKER  The Plot against People    347

The goal of inanimate objects, declares this renowned humorist, is nothing short of the 
destruction of the human race.

Russell Baker on Writing    350

  Deadly Mind Traps    353

We all make mistakes, says this entertaining journalist, but “a few categories of 
screwup” can be lethal. Learn to recognize the most common mental errors before they 
lead to doom.
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  US CENSUS BUREAU   America’s Foreign Born in the Last 50 Years 
(infographic) 

With a series of bar graphs and maps, researchers draw on multiple data to characterize 
shifting immigrant populations in the United States.

ADDITIONAL WRITING TOPICS    361

11 CAUSE AND EFFECT: Asking Why    363

Visual image Im txtng while drvng, cartoon by Mike Luckovich

THE METHOD    364
THE PROCESS    365

Educated guesses
Focus on clarity and conciseness    368
Checklist for revising a cause-and-effect essay    369
CAUSE AND EFFECT IN ACADEMIC WRITING    369

(annotated student writing)

GLOBALIZATION

CHITRA DIVAKARUNI  Live Free and Starve    372

Forcing developing countries to put an end to child labor might not be the cure-all it 
seems. The children themselves, asserts this activist and fiction writer, could suffer fates 
much worse than working.

Chitra Divakaruni on Writing    376

   Plata o Plomo documented student 
essay)    377

Americans who use illegal drugs harm more than just themselves, argues a student 
writer in this carefully researched essay. Consider the plight of Miguel, a South Ameri-
can boy victimized by the drug trade.

Marie Javdani on Writing    382

DAN ARIELY  Why We Lie    384

Drawing on several experiments with college students, a renowned behavioral expert  
shows that cheating, even “just by a little,” is a common practice that must be discour-
aged for the common good.

CHRISTOPHER BEAM  Blood Loss    393

“Serial killers,” notes this crime reporter, “just aren’t the sensation they used to be.” 
Examining trends in murder and mayhem, he sets out to understand why.
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  BONNIE BERKOWITZ AND LAURA STANTON   
(interactive graphic)

Roller coasters bank on illusion, explain the creators of this interactive graphic. Any-
one who has taken such a ride, however, can attest that the effects — whether excite-
ment, fear, joy, or nausea — are very real.

ADDITIONAL WRITING TOPICS    399

12 DEFINITION: Tracing Boundaries    403

Visual image There’s Strong, advertisement for the US Army

THE METHOD    404
THE PROCESS    405

Focus on paragraph and essay unity    408
Checklist for revising a definition    409
DEFINITION IN ACADEMIC WRITING    409

 “Civil Liberties” (anno-
tated student writing)

HURTFUL WORDS

GLORIA NAYLOR  The Meanings of a Word    412

An African American’s childhood experience with the word nigger taught her that the 
sense of a word owes everything to context.

Gloria Naylor on Writing    417

CHRISTINE LEONG  Being a Chink (student essay)    418

Responding to Naylor’s essay, a student writer considers another word with the power 
to sting or unite, depending on who is using it and why.

Christine Leong on Writing    423

MEGHAN DAUM  Narcissist — Give It a Rest    425

Irritated by popular misuse of a clinical term, a columnist spells out the true meanings 
of narcissism in American culture. 

Meghan Daum on Writing    428

BARBARA KINGSOLVER  Rural Delivery    430

Bothered by a general disrespect for the people and politics of the American country-
side, a popular writer explains what rural really means. 
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     Dr. Carmella’s Guide to Understanding the 
Introverted (cartoon)

With drawings and commentary, a graphic artist explains why some people need to 
guard their “sweet, sweet energy juices” from more outgoing types.

ADDITIONAL WRITING TOPICS    436

13 ARGUMENT AND PERSUASION:  
Stating Opinions and Proposals    439

Visual image Corporate America Flag, image from Adbusters Media Foundation

THE METHOD    440

THE PROCESS    447

Focus on tone    449
Checklist for revising argument and persuasion    450
ARGUMENT AND PERSUASION IN ACADEMIC WRITING    451

 from “Environmental 
Initiative for Corden University” (annotated student writing)

LINDA CHAVEZ  Supporting Family Values    454

A conservative activist argues that immigrants have a positive influence on the United 
States — whether they’re in the country legally or not.

Linda Chavez on Writing    458

SAME-SEX MARRIAGE

KATHA POLLITT  What’s Wrong with Gay Marriage?    459

A liberal commentator refutes the arguments she hears against same-sex marriage. Mar-
riage, she says, is much less defined and standardized than many people believe.

CHARLES COLSON      464

The purpose of marriage is to nurture children, says this conservative writer and prison 
activist. Undermining traditional families by allowing same-sex marriage will lead to 
“more criminals behind bars and more chaos in our streets.”

THE ENVIRONMENT

BILL McKIBBEN  Waste Not, Want Not    468

Our planet is in deep trouble, rues a noted environmentalist. One way to help, “if it’s 
still possible,” would be for each of us to stop being so wasteful.
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  Forget Shorter Showers    475

Individual actions have no real effect on the environment, argues a radical activist. 
The only way to stop civilization from “killing this planet” is to restructure civilization.

Derrick Jensen on Writing    480

MARGARET LUNDBERG  Eating Green (documented student essay)    481

After giving up meat and dairy, a student finds from her research that “a vegetarian 
diet could be ‘just what the doctor ordered’ for our global health.”

Margaret Lundberg on Writing    488

WORK AND FAMILY BALANCE

ANNE-MARIE SLAUGHTER   Why Women Still Can’t Have It All 
(magazine feature)

A “dream job” with the US Department of State convinces an Ivy League professor 
that the working world prevents women — and men — from leading full and satisfying 
lives. Her proposals for change may provoke debate.

READER’S DIGEST  The Essay That Rocked the Internet (quotations)

The editors of a family magazine compile a sampling of responses to Anne-Marie 
Slaughter’s widely read argument. Where does your opinion lie?

ANDREW COHEN   “Having It All”? How about “Doing the Best I Can”? 
(blog entry)

Reflecting on “Why Women Still Can’t Have It All,” an overwhelmed single father 
questions whether anybody can successfully combine family and career. 

ADDITIONAL WRITING TOPICS    489

PART THREE
MIXING THE METHODS    491

SHERMAN ALEXIE  Superman and Me    494

Books saved this writer’s life, but can he do the same for other Native Americans? Like 
a comic-book hero, he finds himself “breaking down the door” as he tries. 

Sherman Alexie on Writing    499

  I Want a Wife    501

This feminist view of marriage focuses on the roles and functions of the wife. What a 
wonderful boon a wife is! Shouldn’t every woman have one of her own?

Judy Brady on Writing    505
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  I Have a Dream    507

With force and grace, an inspired leader champions the rights of African Americans 
and equality for all.

MAXINE HONG KINGSTON  No Name Woman    513

An adulterous woman is driven to suicide by her unforgiving family and village in 
China. A generation later, her American-born niece seeks to understand the story of 
someone whose name she has never dared to ask.

Maxine Hong Kingston on Writing    525

GEORGE ORWELL  Shooting an Elephant    527

As a young British police officer, this famous writer faced a killer elephant and the 
expectations of a gleeful Burmese crowd. He could not take pride in his response.

George Orwell on Writing    535

E. B. WHITE  Once More to the Lake    538

A father takes his young son on a pilgrimage to a favorite summertime scene from his 
own childhood, a lake in Maine. There he arrives at a startling revelation.

E. B. White on Writing    545

Appendix: APA DOCUMENTATION    547

SOURCE CITATION USING APA STYLE    547

SAMPLE PAGES IN APA STYLE    558

ROSIE ANAYA   from The Best Kept Secret on Campus (annotated 
student writing)

USEFUL TERMS    561

INDEX    580
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